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Collectively, the United States Courts of Appeals are a behemoth. 
The judges on those federal appellate courts issue approximately 30,000 
decisions per year; the Supreme Court’s 70 to 80 cases seem miniscule 
by comparison. The courts of appeals are the court of last resort for over 
99% of cases filed in federal court. For researchers, the breadth of the 
decisions issued has proven to be a substantial impediment to any 
scholarly endeavor focusing on areas of law involving large numbers of 
cases. Although small-scale in its aim, the article by Chad Oldfather, 
Joseph Bockhorst, and Brian Dimmer1 is a wonderful illustration of 
how the behemoth of the federal appellate courts might finally be 
tamed. 

I should note at the outset that my comments here to the important 
article should not be taken as critical—I intend them to be laudatory and 
supplementary. I am, as one of a handful of academics who have 
successfully used such methods in their research,2 a fellow traveler in 
the world of automated computer analysis of court documents. As with 
any emerging area of scholarship, in this case the use of automated 
content analysis of court documents, there are no accepted methods, 
frameworks of analysis, or disciplinary rules. As a result, like other 
scholars investigating computer-aided research of court filings, I have 
surely developed my own idiosyncratic ideas about the state of the field 
and its future direction. My response here is just a transcription of those 
embryotic conceptions that I offer in relation to the article by the 
Authors as part of an effort to move the discussion a bit further toward 
its robust and vibrant future. 

A chief concern of those using new computer tools to engage in legal 
research is how such methods will be viewed by potential skeptics. If 
research using automated content analysis is to have impact, it must 
have a base of legitimacy among those who are unfamiliar with these 
novel methods of scholarly inquiry. The Authors do much to overcome 
natural reluctance of a critical audience by duplicating their computer 
research with analogous human coding. For at least the short term, this 
strikes me as an essential component of any research using computers to 
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harvest legal data (and the Authors should be applauded for undertaking 
that step). 

Based upon my experience and the literature as it stands, there are 
potential pitfalls and benefits of using computer data analysis (as 
opposed to human coding) that heavily depend upon the data sought by 
the researcher. A particular project may seek data that is easily gathered 
with a low error rate such as the official citation of an issued opinion. 
Other scholarship might hope to determine trickier variables such as the 
reliance on precedent by a court in arriving at its ultimate judgment. At 
the present, I believe there are three major categories of variables that 
explain variations in success between human and computer researchers.  

First, there are what I term “preset variables.” Because of the 
emergence of digital databases, some sorting of information has already 
been done (often by Lexis-Nexis or Westlaw) affording researchers with 
easy access to the data sought. For example, federal appellate opinions 
will list which of the courts of appeals reviewed the underlying appeal, 
citations, docket numbers, dates of opinion, judges hearing the case, etc. 
This information is provided in a highly consistent manner in the header 
to each opinion. Indeed, much of the information in opinion headers fits 
into the category of “preset variables.” This is not to say that the data is 
perfectly consistent. In my own research, I ran across errors such as 
“plaintiff” being spelled as “plaintif” in a header. I decided to 
accommodate that misspelling with an extra contingent code instruction, 
but another researcher might not realize the presence of the misspelling 
and her automated data harvesting might have an error in identifying the 
role of the relevant parties as a result. When a program is designed to 
harvest preset variables, it is functioning much like a human coder that 
looks for data in a preset location or designated by a preset label. As a 
result, when coding preset variables, human and computer coding 
should have the very similar results. 

Second, certain variables are based upon “word searches.” Computer 
programs using word searches either seek to find if words or phrases are 
in a document or count the instances of certain words or phrases. This 
form of content analysis is akin to a Google search of court opinions.3 
Word searches are where computers really shine. The letters and words 
of court opinions represent easily digestible data for a properly designed 
content analysis program. If a researcher wants to know how many 
times the words “clear error” or “efficient breach” appear in a court 
opinion, computer content analysis will be highly accurate and reliable. 
Human coders, in contrast, will have significant coding errors because a 
person is simply not able to spot particular words or phrases as well as a 
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computer. The research of the Authors fits squarely in this category. 
They primarily relied on word searchers of briefs and opinions to 
determine the connection between the documents. 

Third, the most difficult type of content analysis is what I term 
“evaluative variables.” For example, let’s consider a researcher who 
wanted to determine how instrumental the Supreme Court’s decision in 
Lawrence v. Texas4 was in decisions regarding gay rights generally and 
gay marriage specifically. A computer content analysis program could 
easily count the citations to Lawrence in any other court opinions 
(treating the variable as a word search). It could even be designed to 
identify whether citations to Lawrence were proximate to other key 
words or phrases. However, a human coder would likely produce 
significantly different results. Some citations might actually state that 
the decision is inapplicable. Others might only reference Lawrence 
without actually relying on the opinion. Other opinions might mention 
Lawrence only because of its salience in the party briefs. Human coders 
will be able to better differentiate those different types of citations than 
the present capabilities of computer content analysis. Notably, the 
Authors’ study confirms the danger of computer coding in this area. 
Responsiveness proved to be a difficult concept to gauge when the 
definition used was more nuanced than the simple presence of a 
citation. 

Ultimately, the Authors do a fantastic job of using computer content 
analysis appropriately without falling into the major possible pitfalls I 
identify. Because their work focuses primarily on preset variables and 
word searches, it does run afoul associated with the less reliable 
techniques associated with computer coding of evaluative variables. I 
respond here to note their success in doing so and to caution other 
researchers to be aware of the present limitations of using computers to 
code variables from court documents. When used appropriately, 
computers offer substantial gains in efficiency, cost, and accuracy over 
human variable coding. With their greater use, scholarly inquiry can 
finally engage in large-scale, or even comprehensive, analysis of the 
literal mountains of opinions issued in courts each year. 
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